
WATER POLLUTION WHY THERE IS TRASH IN THE OCEAN

Aug 2, Plastic trash litters the waters of a fishing village in the Niger Delta of Nigeria. THE OCEANS ARE so vast and
deep that until fairly recently, it was widely Marine pollution, as distinct from overall water pollution, focuses on.

Marine life affected by plastic as well More than species of marine animals are affected by plastics, and the
entire marine ecosystem is now contaminated, Nick Mallos, the director of the Ocean Conservancy's Trash
Free Seas program, told ABC News. Entangled seal by derelict net, Hawaii. Considered a safer plastic. He
estimates that there are , particles of plastic per sq km of seabed and , items of plastic per sq km of sea surface.
Our voracious appetite for plastics, coupled with a culture of discarding products that we have chosen for their
inherent longevity, is a combination of lethal nature for our environment. Ocean pollution: 11 facts you need
to know The ocean is the origin and the engine of all life on this planet â€” and it is under threat. In natural
conditions, the tide comes in and sunlight heats the plastics [which increases decomposition]. Nurdles covered
beach. Chemical pollutants often cannot be broken down for long periods of time, or they increase in
concentration as they move up the food web. They have been linked to the masculinisation of female polar
bears and spontaneous abortions and declines in seal populations. Isolated efforts to restore estuaries and bays
have met with some success , but pollution gets trapped in marine sediment and makes complete clean-ups
nearly impossible. Plastic has been a "huge" problem for sea turtles and whales, which are washing up dead
with stomachs and throats clogged with plastic , Hocevar said. One well-meaning citizen then picked it up and
returned it to the lectern. Fact Ocean noise pollution is an issue, too. Yet they have devoted little funding to
public education and much more on promoting policies that support increased use of plastics. Prevention
better than cure One reason that marine debris does not get picked up is that it is too dispersed to collect it
economically at sea. Lying halfway between Asia and North America, north of the Hawaiian archipelago, and
surrounded by water for thousands of miles on all sides, the Midway Atoll is about as remote as a place can
get. Because plastic is a combination of elements extracted from crude oil then re-mixed up by men in white
coats. Surveys of shorelines around the world, reported by Greenpeace, have recorded the quantity of marine
debris either as the number of items per km of shoreline or the number of items per square meter of shoreline.
Styrofoam takes 80 years, aluminum takes years, and plastic takes years. Earlier in the trip, the Alguita had
visited the French Frigate Shoals, off Hawaii, home to endangered monk seals and seabird rookeries. Of that, ,
tons float on the surface, while some four billion plastic microfibers per square kilometer litter the deep sea.
Photo Source: photobucket Plastics do decompose, though not fully, over a very long period of time in
average to years. It appears then daunting, impossible, a priori, to control, efficiently clean-up, remedy
effectively, even sufficiently study the plastic pollution. NOAA Nets and lines become snagged on coral and
subsequent wave action causes coral heads to break off at points where the debris was attached. And every
year, billions of pounds of more plastic end up in the world's oceans. Many, but not all, plastic products have a
number â€” the resin identification code â€” molded, formed or imprinted in or on the container, often on the
bottom. Plastic is versatile, lightweight, flexible, moisture resistant, strong, and relatively inexpensive.
Entanglement in plastic debris has also led to injury and mortality in the endangered Steller sea lion, with
packing bands the most common entangling material.


